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Abstract

We describe the use of abductive logic programming for specifying
the knowledge and behaviour of software agents that communicate with
each other and, by means of communication, negotiate the exchange of
resources they need to achieve their goals.

1 Introduction

Within multi-agent systems, activity is not centrally controlled. Thus, interac-
tion amongst entities, e.g. by means of direct communication, plays an impor-
tant role of cohesion amongst the agents. We use abductive logic programming
[6] for specifying the beliefs and behaviour of agents that need to communi-
cate within multi-agent systems. We call these agents abductive logic agents.
We rely upon the computational properties of abductive proof procedures [5, 8]
that abductive logic programming is equipped with, to reason with the beliefs
of agents and allow agents to exhibit the required behaviour. The execution
model of an agent uses the proof procedure within an observe-reason-act cy-
cle that interleaves the execution of the proof procedure with observation and
action execution [7, 11].

We show how private communication policies and strategies can be repre-
sented as integrity constraints in abductive logic programming, and how ab-
ductive proof procedures allow to generate communication dialogues amongst
agents according to these policies.

We also illustrate how (some) public communication protocols can be rep-
resented as integrity constraints in logic programming. We provide a number
of notions of conformance to protocols expressed this way. We also show how
abductive logic agents can be guaranteed to conform to the public protocols,
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due to the properties of the abductive proof procedures determining the agents’
behaviour.

We illustrate the use of our approach in communicating agents that attempt
to solve the resource reallocation problem via communication-based negotiation.

This paper builds upon and summarises a number of papers, namely [9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 2, 3, 4], and, to some extent, it builds upon some of our earlier work
[1]. For further technical details and references to related work see these papers.

2 Abductive logic programming and abductive
logic agents

Abductive logic programming is a general-purpose knowledge representation and
reasoning framework that can be used for a number of applications [6, 7, 1, 8, 9,
10, 11, 15, 16]. It relies upon the representation of the beliefs of agents, for any
given domain of application, via abductive logic programs, and the execution of
abductive proof procedures, for reasoning with such representations. Abductive
logic programs consist of

• A logic program, P , namely a set of if-rules of the form

Head← Body,

where Head is an atom, Body is either true (in which case we write the
if-rule simply as Head) or a conjunction of (negations of) atoms. All
variables in Head and Body are implicitly universally quantified from the
outside. P is understood as a (possibly incomplete) set of beliefs by the
agent.

• A set of integrity constraints, I, namely if-then-rules of the form

Condition⇒ Conclusion,

where Condition is either true (in which case we write the if-then-rule sim-
ply as Conclusion) or a conjunction of (negations of) atoms, Conclusion
is false or a conjunction of atoms, all variables in Condition are implic-
itly universally quantified from the outside and all variables in Conclusion
but not in Condition are implicitly existentially quantified on the right of
⇒. The integrity constraints are understood as properties that must be
“satisfied” by any extension of the logic program by means of atoms of
abducible predicates, in the same way integrity constraints in databases
are understood as properties that must be “satisfied” in every database
state.

• a set of abducible predicates, Ab, namely predicates occurring in the logic
program and the integrity constraints but not in the Head of any if-rule.
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When abductive logic programming is used to represent agents, Ab = Actions∪
Observables, such that Actions ∩ Observables = ∅, where Actions represent
actions that the agent can execute and Observables represent phenomena that
the agent can observe, but not be directly responsible for. In general, the
Actions can be either physical or communicative, namely utterances that the
agent can perform. In this paper, communicative actions will be of the form:
tell(Utterer, Receiver, Content, DialogueId, T ime), for example

tell(a, b, “I will deliver the goods by May 15′′, id1,May 10),
and physical actions will be of the form do(Actor,Action, T ime), for example

do(a, “deliver the goods′′, 12 May).
The first (communicative) action is an observable for b and, dependending on
whether the system allows overhearing, also for all other agents. The second
(physical) action is an observable for a and any other agent.

Given an abductive logic program (P, I, Ab) and an observation or goal (i.e.
a possibly empty conjunction of literals) Q, the task of an abductive proof proce-
dure is to compute a so-called explanation for Q, namely a pair (E, θ) consisting
of a (possibly empty) set E of atoms in abducible predicates in Ab and a (pos-
sibly empty) variable substitution θ for the variables in Q, such that

• P ∪ E entails ∃Qθ and

• P ∪ E satisfies I.

Various notions of entailment and satisfaction can be adopted, for example
entailment and satisfaction could be entailment and consistency, respectively,
in first-order, classical logic. The provision of such notions is beyond the scope
of this paper, see [6] for a detailed discussion.

Examples of abductive proof procedures can be found in [6, 5, 8]. Typically,
abductive proof procedures interleave conventional, logic programming style
backward reasoning (also called unfolding) with if-rules in the logic program
(reduction of Head to Body) and forward reasoning (also called propagation)
with if-then-rules in the integrity constraints (appending of Conclusion to the
goal if Condition). Backward reasoning with the if-rules allows to generate the
kernel of candidate explanations, whereas forward reasoning with the if-then-
rules allows to rule out unwanted candidate explanations and expand the kernel
of promising ones. Indeed, some kernel explanations might allow to explain
the observation but might fail to take into account the integrity constraints,
whereas others might need to be augmented in order to do so. The interleaving
terminates when no more backward or forward reasoning can be performed in
a branch in the tree of candidate explanations: the explanation can then be
extracted from the branch.

While modelling agents via abductive logic programming, an abductive proof
procedure is executed within an observe–reason–act cycle that allows the agent
to be alert to the environment and react to it as well as reason and devise plans
[7, 11]. This cycle interleaves the execution of the abductive proof procedure
(reason) for the computation of explanations for observations and goals, the
perception of inputs from the environment, to be added dynamically to the
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observation or goal to be explained (observe) and the selection of actions (i.e.
abducibles in explanations) to be performed in the environment (act). Note
that, in order for the agents to be reactive to the environment in which they are
situated, and thus to the inputs from the agents that reside in the environment,
agents might need to select actions and perform them before the computation of
explanations is finalised. In this paper we will refer to the interleaved execution
of an abductive proof procedure as the execution model of the agent. We will
assume that the observation of observables (utterances and actions by other
agents) is left to the execution model, and that when executing an action, its
time argument is instantiated to the current time.

In the sequel, agents modelled via abductive logic programs will be referred
to as abductive logic agents.

3 Strategies and dialogues

Private strategies, represented as integrity constraints, regulate the communica-
tive behaviour of abductive logic agents.

Below is a simple example of a private strategy where some agent Y will
terminate the dialogue if it believes that the other agent is an enemy:

tell(X, Y, inform(P ), D, T ) ∧ enemy(Y, X)⇒ tell(Y,X, end,D, T ′) ∧ T ′ > T

Given two agents X and Y equipped with strategy S, a dialogue induced by
S between X and Y is a set of utterances {p0, p1, p2, . . .}, such that, for a given
set of time lapses 0 ≤ τ0 < τ1 < τ2 < . . .:

1. ∀ i ≥ 0, pi is uttered at time τi;
2. ∀ i ≥ 0, if pi is uttered by agent X (viz. Y ), then pi+1 (if any) is uttered

by agent Y (viz. X);

3. ∀ i > 0, pi can be uttered by agent U ∈ {X, Y } only if there exists a
(grounded) constraint in S, pi−1 ∧ C ⇒ pi s.t. KU,τi−1 ∧ pi−1 entails C;

4. there is an identifier D such that, ∀ i ≥ 0, the dialogue identifier of pi is
D;

5. ∀τ , τi−1 < τ < τi, ∀i > 0 s.t. pi and pi−1 belong to the dialogue, there
exist no moves at τ with either X or Y being either the receiver or the
utterer.

A dialogue {p0, p1, . . . pm}, m ≥ 0, is terminated if pm is a ground final move.
We say that such a terminated dialogue starts at time τ0 and ends at time τm.

4 Conformance to protocols

A protocol specifies the “rules of encounter” governing a dialogue between
agents. It specifies which agent is allowed to say what in a given situation.
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It will usually allow for several alternative utterances in every situation and the
agent in question has to choose one according to its strategy. When agents are
involved in interactions where no concurrency is allowed, a popular representa-
tion formalism for protocols are deterministic finite automata and in [2, 3, 4]
we propose an alternative, logic-based formalism. First we are going to discuss
the notion of conformance to a protocol on a more general level.

At every stage of a dialogue, a protocol P defines a set of legal dialogue moves
for an agent. Generally, conformance evaluates whether an agent’s behaviour
is legal with respect to the protocol. In [2, 3, 4], we distinguish the following
different levels of conformance:

• Weak conformance —an agent is weakly conformant to a protocol P iff it
will never utter an illegal dialogue move.

• Exhaustive conformance —an agent is exhaustively conformant to a pro-
tocol P iff it is weakly conformant and it will utter at least one dialogue
move when required by the protocol.

• Robust conformance —an agent is robustly conformant to a protocol P
iff it is exhaustively conformant and it utters the (special) dialogue move
not-understood whenever it receives an illegal dialogue move from the
other agent.

Weak and exhaustive conformance can be seen as allowing or disallowing (re-
spectively) “silent moves”, namely lack of response. Thus, exhaustive confor-
mance is to be preferred in most interactions, at least to avoid confusion with lost
messages. However, we believe that weak conformance can be useful too. The
first reason is that some authors cite examples where the lack of response can be
considered to be part of the protocol. In such circumstances, it can be sufficient
to design a weakly conformant agent, provided that silent moves will not have
undesirable consequences (compare for instance a Dutch auction process where
a lack of response is interpreted as a lack of acceptance vs. some argumentation-
based protocols where it is assumed that silence means consent). The second
reason is that these two levels are conceptually different, since weak conformance
only involves not uttering (any illegal dialogue move), while exhaustive confor-
mance involves uttering (some legal dialogue move). This implies substantially
different approaches to checking conformance. Robust conformance is useful in
open societies where the designer cannot safely assume that other agents will
never utter illegal moves, but this necessitates the agent to be able to evaluate
whether received dialogue moves are legal.

The following if-then rule is a translation of a part of the so-called “con-
tinuous update protocol” taken from the literature. This aims at continuously
updating the other agent about the value of some proposition P . The rule
specifies that agent Y could react to an inform move sent by agent X either by
terminating the dialogue (end) or sending an acknowledgement (ack):

tell(X, Y, inform(P ), D, T )⇒ tell(Y,X, end, D, T+1) ∨tell(Y,X, ack(P ), D, T+1)
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Assuming that some external events (START and STOP) can be used to trigger
the start and the end of the protocol, deterministic finite automata can be easily
translated into sets of such if-then rules.

When one has to design an agent supposed to take part in an interaction, it
is useful to check a priori conformance, i.e. to check conformance by examining
the specification of the agent rather than the actual dialogues the agent does
participate in. In general, this is a difficult task, because (i) the behaviour of the
agent depends on some hardly tractable notions (e.g. beliefs, intentions), and
(ii) conformance involves some temporal aspects pertaining to the history of the
dialogue. If we consider abductive logic agents, where dialogue strategies of the
agents are expressed as if-then rules as earlier on in the paper, some sufficient
conditions can be found to check a priori weak conformance to a protocol. This
result relies on two notions: answer space (of a strategy) and shallowness (of a
protocol).

• The answer space of the agent specifies the possible moves that the agent
can make when using a given strategy S, without considering the specific
conditions related to his private knowledge base. Precisely in the context
of the abductive logic agents, the answer space can be extracted from an
agent’s strategy by dropping the conditions relating to the knowledge base
on the lefthand side of the rules, and by compacting the resulting rules
with the same lefthand side into a single rule with a disjunction on the
righthand side.

• We call a protocol shallow iff it corresponds to an automaton where it is
possible to determine the next state of the dialogue on the sole basis of
the current move. Of course, this is not the case in general since it may
be necessary to refer to the history of the dialogue rather than just the
latest move, to determine the next move. However, we have observed that
most interaction protocols proposed in the literature happen to be shallow
in this sense or could be made shallow by renaming only a few transition
labels.

It is possible to show that an agent is weakly conformant to a shallow protocol
if the protocol is a logical consequence of the agent’s answer space.

5 Negotiation to solve the resource reallocation
problem

The knowledge of abductive logic agents consists of a tuple

< B,R, I,D,G >

with

• B : beliefs about the world, such as the information about the self and
the partner agents, and the negotiation policies of the agent;
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• R : initially owned resources;

• I : intentions, i.e., the plan that the agent intends to carry out, in order
to achieve his goals and the required resources for that plan;

• D : store of past dialogues; and

• G : agent goals.

It is assumed that all the missing resources in the plan in I have to be acquired
at the start before the plan can be carried out.

The < B,R, I,D,G > tuple is represented as an abductive logic program.
In [9, 10, 11] it is assumed that once a resource has been acquired by an

agent, then it belongs to the agent indefinitely (until the agent gives it away).
In [12, 13], it is assumed that agents own resources over time windows, that
actions in a plan have duration and need resources over time windows. This
allows for better sharing of resources.

Overall, in [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], we show how it is possible to find a resource
allocation and a scheduling of actions such that all agents’ goals can be achieved
(when it is possible from the current resource allocation and constraints of the
system) by using agents that negotiate by means of dialogues “induced” by
private policies.

In [12, 13], actions in a plan are specified as < a, R,D, Ts, Te > denoting that
action a has duration D, earliest start time Ts, latest end time Te, and requires
resource R. Without loss of generality, we assume that each action needs only
one resource. It is possible to model actions requiring multiple resources by
putting together more actions to be carried out in parallel.

In [12, 13], we develop negotiation policies that allow agents to exchange
resources and strike deals for agreed time windows so that (non-consumable)
resources can be shared, thus allowing solutions for a wider range of resource
re-allocation problems than with the more basic approach in [9, 10, 11]. The
negotiation policies are organised in stages, where a higher stage involves more
information passing between agents and more sophisticated negotiation and
possible re-planning by the agents aimed at trying to help satisfy each other’s
constraints and requirements.

Here we give an example of the framework in [12, 13].
There are two agents, x and y. a is an action in x’s intentions, i.e. <

a, r, 3, 1, 5 >∈ Ia. y has in its intentions an action b which also requires r. x
has r from time 1 to 3 and from time 5 onwards, and y has r from time 3 to 5.
Agent x needs to obtain r for at least 3 consecutive time slots between 1 and
5, but he currently has r only for 2 time slots. Let us consider three different
scenarios for y’s intentions.

1. y’s action is to be carried out between 4 and 10, and lasts 1 slot: <
b, r, 1, 4, 10 >∈ Ib. The problem will be solved by y agreeing to give r to
x for [3, 4].
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2. < b, r, 1, 3, 10 >∈ Ib and suppose y has an initial concrete schedule for b
to be carried out between 3 and 4. The problem is solved by y agreeing
to postpone his schedule by 1 time slot and giving r to x for [3, 4].

3. < b, r, 2, 3, 10 >∈ Ib. y cannot give r away, because otherwise b becomes
unfeasible. The problem can be solved by an exchange: y agrees to give r
away to x for [3, 4], in return for x giving r to y for [5, 6].

Dialogues at different stages follow different protocols. Some examples of pro-
tocols are shown in [13]. We define dialogues conforming to protocols, and
propose a logic based formalism (an extension of the work of [11]) to define
dialogue policies, which “induce” dialogues conforming to some protocol. We
propose 3 different negotiation stages, following different protocols and policies.
For each stage we prove formal results regarding termination and conformance
of policies to protocols, we define the class of problems that such stage allows
to solve, and we show that each stage subsumes the previous one.

6 Conclusions

We have used abductive logic programming to specify the beliefs and behaviour
of software agents that communicate with each other, and shown how they can
communicate this way to negotiate the exchange of resources.

[16] shows how to use the framework described in this paper to regulate
entering and leaving societies controlling resources, in order to gain access to
the resources.
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